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We acknowledge and are mindful that Chico State stands on lands 
that were originally occupied by the first people of this area, the 
Mechoopda, and we recognize their distinctive spiritual rela-
tionship with this land, the flora, the fauna, and the waters that 
run through campus.  We are humbled that our campus resides 
upon sacred lands that since time immemorial have sustained the 
Mechoopda people and continue to do so today.



The faculty recognizes that each student is unique 
and in possession of individual gifts and aspirations. 
Thus, the department is committed to help all majors 
and minors gain a clear perspective of their life and 
career goals, and to focus their energies and time at 
Chico State toward the most personally productive 
and fulfilling use of a theatre education. The Theatre 
and Musical Theatre faculty believe in a student-cen-
tered approach to teaching, and strive to nurture and 
unlock each student’s individual goals and potential. 

Welcome to the CSU Chico Department of Music 
and Theatre. This handbook will provide you with 
an overview of the department, its various subject 
areas, and common procedures and policies that will 
impact your time at CSU Chico. Updated regularly, the 
handbook reflects any changes in our faculty, degree 
programs, and performance opportunities.
 
Contact Information
Department of Music and Theatre
Performing Arts Center (PAC), Room 106
530-898-5152
muta@csuchico.edu

BA in Theatre
Acting Coordinator
William Johnson
PAC 213
wjohnson@csuchico.edu
 
Tech & Design Coordinator
Chris Mueller
PAC 261
cmueller1@csuchico.edu
 
BFA in Musical Theatre
Musical Theatre Coordinator
Matthew Teague Miller
PAC 205
mtmiller@csuchico.edu
 
Dance Coordinator
Megan Glynn Zollinger
PAC 207
mgzollinger@csuchico.edu

Chico State Theatre is committed to creating and 
fostering an environment that is inclusive and equi-
table. We welcome all skill levels, disabilities, races, 
gender-identities, religions, body types, and sexual-
ities in our community. Furthermore, we are com-
mitted to encouraging allyship, and creating a brave 
space for members of these groups. An example 
of this is the THEA 180- Social Justice for Theatre 
course, which is required for all theatre and musical 
theatre majors.  The curriculum of this course pro-
vides students with language to communicate effec-
tively. This focus on Equity and Inclusion is ongoing 
and evolving, and that commitment is unwavering. 
Faculty members have voluntarily participated in 
Equity and Inclusion trainings with such organiza-
tions as: Arts in Color, Anti-Racist Theatre, Theatrical 
Intimacy Educators, and Musical Theatre Educators’ 
Alliance. Similarly, curriculum will continue to be 
updated to reflect our progress and growth.

Welcome

Teaching is the central task of the programs. The 
faculty believes that study and practical involvement 
in theatre promotes and achieves the goals of a 
well-rounded liberal arts education, foremost among 
which are the abilities to reason clearly, imagine 
creatively, and express oneself effectively. The de-
partment seeks to cultivate in all students who pass 
through its doors a measure of the artistic, intellec-
tual, and interpersonal skills that can broaden their 
horizons, sharpen their perceptions, and add grace to 
their interactions.

In addition to offering a strong liberal arts education, 
the Chico State Theatre is committed to providing 
students with the tools and resources to pursue the 
professional career of their choosing.  What students 
choose to do with that training is up to them, as the 
program does not have one  cookie-cutter measure 
of success.  While professional training includes 
mentorship, advanced courses to refine skills, and a 
laboratory to apply learning; it also contains the les-
son that artists are only accountable to themselves.

The mission of the Musical Theatre and Theatre programs at California State University, Chico is to provide 
students with an anti-racist, inclusive and balanced undergraduate education in the practice, theory, and histo-
ry of theatre.  Chico State Theatre is committed to excellence in instruction and artistic example in all arenas 
of contact with students. Our mission is to be student-centered, to empower students to take charge of their 
own artistry and advocate for themselves, and to inspire students to embrace the growth-mindset to fall in 
love with the work and not the result.
 
The focus of our mission is aimed at four pillars: Liberal Arts Education, Professional Training, Student’s Indi-
vidual Growth, and Equity and Inclusion.

Mission & Philosophy

Liberal arts education professional training

individual Growth Equity & Inclusion



Code of Conduct

The faculty acknowledges that intention does not 
always equal impact, and commits to repairing harm 
when it is caused.

By participating in a Chico State Theatre major, course, 
and/or production, students commit to being prepared, 
working hard, and prioritizing their physical and emo-
tional health.  This includes but is not limited to being 
ready to work at the given time, respecting all of the 
spaces we work in, checking school email at least once 
a day, and practicing self-care of all forms. Students 
also commit to curiosity and growth, by listening to 
understand not just to respond.
 
Likewise, Chico State Theatre faculty commits to 
providing students with a list of resources to facilitate 
student wellbeing and safety.  The faculty recognizes 
their own unique privilege and how it affects the space, 
and is committed to listening to understand, not just to 
respond.  Additionally, with the department mainstage 
productions, the Chico State Theatre faculty commits 
to creating a real-life laboratory for students to apply 
the techniques that they are learning in the classroom.  
While a quality show/production is a byproduct, student 
learning is the centerpiece of our productions.  
 
Finally, students and the Chico State Theatre faculty 
commit to each other to always do their absolute best, 
to trust that one another are operating in good faith, 
and to be true collaborators in the students’ learning. 

Theatre is a unique and powerful art form that re-
quires exposing one’s essence while fearlessly taking 
risks and working in close collaboration with others.  
This intimate working environment requires a shared 
respect and trust amongst peers, and Chico State 
Theatre expects students to interact with one another 
in a way that fosters a positive working environment 
and community in which students can learn, grow, 
and thrive.
 
By participating in a Chico State Theatre major, 
course and/or production, students commit to sup-
porting their class/castmates in a positive manner, 
and not engaging in gossip or negative behavior that 
could lead to others feeling unsafe in the class/re-
hearsal room. This commitment to maintaining a pos-
itive atmosphere extends beyond campus activities 
and includes life off-campus and online.  Students are 
encouraged to monitor one another, and be proactive 
about “calling people in” and stopping destructive 
behavior.
 
Students commit to respecting peers who are work-
ing in leadership roles, and to avoiding blame when 
things go wrong. Instead, shifting focus to fixing the 
issue at hand, and then focusing on how to improve 
in the future is a healthier and more productive ap-
proach.

Likewise, Chico State Theatre faculty commits to 
supporting student learning by working to create a 
safe/brave space for its students and their voices.  
The faculty commits to creating opportunities for 
students to be heard, while maintaining respectful 
interactions that honor students’ boundaries and 
identities.  
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While specific grading requirements may vary from 
class to class, the general theatre attendance policy 
adopted by our faculty is the following.

Student attendance is crucial to your success.  Cell 
phones must be off, and students must arrive on 
time.
 
In accordance with the University Catalog, students 
are expected to attend classes regularly and should 
discuss absences with instructors. Students may 
report an absence of more than a week’s duration to 
the Office of Advising and Orientation when it results 
from circumstances beyond their control, such as 
illness or accident. Instructors can, if they choose, 
drop you from a course for non-attendance.
 
Students are allowed the equivalent of one week of 
excused absences without penalty and are solely 
responsible for arranging any make-up arrangements 
with the instructor prior to the actual absence. If an 
assignment requires accompaniment,  the student 
may be responsible to hire their own accompanist.

After one week of equivalent absences, the student is 
allowed the equivalent of a second week of absences 
for emergencies, sickness, and extraordinary circum-
stances. The penalty for these absences, whether 
excused or unexcused, is half a letter deduction from 
their final grade. Any absence beyond two weeks, 
regardless of the circumstances, is considered too 
excessive for successful completion of the course.  
Students that exceed the allowable absences will 
receive a grade of “F,” “NC” or “WU,” at the discretion 
of the instructor. In extreme situations, with serious 
and compelling reasons, a student may arrange with 
the instructor to receive a grade of “I,” but this dis-
pensation by the instructor must be prearranged and 
must have a completed plan for completion of the 
course requirements within a reasonable time frame. 
Students should not assume that an Incomplete is 
automatic.
 
Students are responsible for all materials, announce-
ments, and information given in lecture and discus-
sions. As class time is valuable, please note that 
coming late to class will impact your absences.  Every 
two late classes equal one absence.

Twice yearly general auditions serve two functions 
for the department: 1) to cast the mainstage pro-
ductions of the season and 2) to provide a yearly 
opportunity for the faculty to assess and comment 
on the growth and development of performance and 
audition skills of theatre arts and musical theatre 
students.
 
For each of the fall and spring auditions, please 
prepare one of the following standard, memorized 
audition packages:
two contrasting monologues, or
one monologue and one contrasting song
 
The maximum time for any of these options is 2 min-
utes. You will be timed and stopped if you exceed the 
two–minute time limit.

An accompanist will be provided. If you plan to sing, 
bring sheet music in your key, clearly marked. No 
taped accompaniment and no acapella, please.
Sign-up sheets for specific audition appointments are 
posted on the MUTA Department webpage approx-
imately one week prior to auditions, which normally 
begin the Sunday prior to the first day of the semes-
ter’s classes.
 
The gathering place to receive instructions from the 
stage managers is in the Green Room. Please show 
up well in advance of your group’s call time so you 
can complete the audition paperwork. Callbacks 
for these shows are posted in the mornings for that 
evening. Cast lists are posted by the end of the first 
week of class. 

Production auditions

Our main stage productions are a laboratory for 
students to apply the tools learned in the classroom 
on a full production.  Productions use professional 
best-practices to ensure that students are fully pre-
pared for the professional world. To this end, Chico 
State Theatre gives first consideration for roles, and 
design and crew assignments, to theatre and musical 
theatre majors followed by other students who audi-
tion.  On occasion, we will cast guest artists, faculty 
members and/or community members to provide 
additional educational experiences to our students. 
 
Chico State Theatre is dedicated to creating oppor-
tunities designed to promote a positive model of 
diversity and inclusion.  We are committed to casting 
characters intended to be of the Global Majority, with 
actors who identify as members of the Global Majority 
community.  Characters not written to be a particular 
race or ethnicity will be cast in a fair and equitable 
manner.  The program also recognizes the fluidity of 
gender identity and is committed to casting actors 
appropriate to how they identify.  Actors will have the 
opportunity to self-identify on their audition forms to 
ensure that those casting can cast them appropriately. 
Students who audition may express a preference as to 
which roles they wish to be considered. 
 
To avoid obvious scheduling conflicts, students must 
bring complete semester calendars of their commit-
ments to auditions or interviews.  Once cast in a role 
or given a design/crew assignment, a student has the 
option of accepting or rejecting the role or assign-
ment.  This is accomplished by notifying the director 
and/or supervisor before rehearsals or assignments 
begin.  Initialing a cast list and/or attending a rehears-
al or production meeting also indicate that a student 
has accepted a role or assignment.  Any student who 
accepts a role or assignment and later wishes to be 
released from a production must present serious and 
compelling reasons to the director and/or supervisor 
and the Chair of the department to avoid sanctions.  
Students leaving a show without the permission of 
both the director/supervisor and Chair may be barred 
from participating in future departmental productions. 

Students cast in CSU Chico productions will be en-
rolled in a 1-unit section of THEA 301 (Theatre Re-
hearsal) or 302 (Musical Theatre Rehearsal) accord-
ingly.
 
The department values participation in mainstage 
productions and their value to student’s educational 
experience while at CSU Chico.  Each semester stu-
dents are required to audition for department produc-
tions or present design/tech portfolios.  Any student 
who wishes not to participate in production work in 
any given semester are required to consult with their 
advisor program coordinator prior to auditions. 
 
Students who are not cast or are not on a crew in a 
given semester and wish to participate in off-campus 
theatrical productions are highly encouraged to meet 
with their program coordinator prior to auditioning 
and/or accepting the position.  . 
 
To be eligible for participation in department produc-
tions in any capacity, students must maintain a Grade 
Point Average of 2.0 or higher during any semester 
in which they participate. If a student is placed on 
academic probation by the university (which happens 
whenever the CSU, Chico G.P.A. or the cumulative 
G.P.A. drops below 2.0) or if the student fails to 
achieve at least a 2.0 G.P.A. in the preceding semes-
ter, the student will be required to drop any role or de-
sign/crew assignment that he or she may be present-
ly engaged in and will be ineligible for any subsequent 
casting or assignment until he or she regains clear 
academic standing.
 
Students on academic probation or whose previous 
semester’s G.P.A. has fallen below a 2.0 may continue 
to participate on a production run crew only if partici-
pation is a specific, curricular requirement of a course 
the student is enrolled in.  Students who are on Work 
Study must maintain a G.P.A. of at least 2.0.  Students 
whose semester G.P.A. falls below a 2.0 must re-
solve prior to the first day of classes of the following 
semester any issues concerning incompletes and 
change-of-grades that might raise their semester 
G.P.A. above a 2.0.

Attendance PolicY Casting PolicY



 Students who are interested in pursuing a leader-
ship position in tech or design need to participate in 
a tech portfolio review and interview. These reviews 
and interviews allow an opportunity for the faculty 
to see and respond to students’ growth during the 
year, and their professional development toward 
their desired careers. These meetings also allow the 
faculty to hear what positions you are interested in 
applying for in the following academic year. Students 
that would like to prioritize performance roles in a 
production, but would be interested in a tech position 
depending on the casting, are able to make this pref-
erence known during the interview. 
 
Design and Tech positions will vary every year de-
pending upon the shows in the season, and the po-
sitions not currently held by staff, faculty, or outside 
designers. Students can usually anticipate being able 
to interview for positions as: Assistant Directors, As-
sistant Choreographers, Stage Managers, Assistant 
Stage Managers, Scenic Charge Artists, Assistant 
Charge Artists, Props Leads, Makeup Designers, As-
sistant Makeup Designers, Sound Designers, Assis-
tant Sound Designers, Lighting Designers, Assistant 
Lighting Designers, Costume Designers, Assistant 
Costume Designers, Scenic Designers, Assistant 
Scenic Designers, and more. 
 

Tech and Design Portfolio Reviews and Interviews 
typically take place the week before Spring Break and 
students will need to sign up prior to this by filling out 
the form which can be found on the MUTA website and 
HERE. Students should come to the interview prepared 
with an updated resume for the position(s) they are ap-
plying for, as well as a portfolio of work that showcases 
their skills and abilities that pertain to the positions they 
are interested in. Portfolio content will vary based on 
shows and positions, but may include anything from: 
Production photos, process photos, sketches, render-
ings, draftings, research, models, budgeting, schedules, 
rehearsal/ show reports, prompt books, garments, 
props, classwork & unrealized designs, notes from 
classes, and much more.  If you have any questions, 
please contact Chris Mueller. 
 
Students that serve in a leadership position should 
plan on signing up for a class to receive course credit 
for their work on a production. These students should 
be prepared to sign up for THEA 306 for one credit for 
each production they are working on. 
 
Each show is unique, and therefore each show assign-
ment is different. The director, creative team, and facul-
ty mentor will help clarify what is needed for each show. 
Generally speaking, students can refer to the list HERE 
of tech/ design positions and an idea of what to expect.

Tech/Design Portfolio Review
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Chico State Theatre supports all students in the pur-
suit of theatrical education. Any student participating 
in a production is expected to fulfill their responsibili-
ties to the production and their fellow classmates. 
 
Crew members are a necessary and vital part of every 
production. In order to ensure their success, they 
must prioritize their mental and physical health. Since 
the crew is not brought in until technical rehearsals 
begin, it can feel very stressful and overwhelming. 
The Instructor, Cast, and Stage Manager are there to 
support them with whatever they may need.
 
It is expected that Crew members arrive and sign in 
before their call time so they may do their pre-show 
duties (which will be explained during crew training for 
the production). At five minutes from the specified call 
time, if someone still has not arrived, Stage Manage-
ment will begin making calls to reach out to anyone 
who isn’t there to make sure they are okay and will 
be arriving soon. If someone is late for any particular 
reason, they will be written up. Write ups are a means 
of documentation for the course and may affect the 
grade in the course. Please refer to the course sylla-
bus for more detail. It is important to inform Stage 
Management prior to your arrival if you will be late, so 
they can begin planning accordingly.  

Anyone who fails to inform Stage Management of 
their late arrival will receive an additional write up.

Crew and cast members work very closely with 
each other, and are brought together in what can be 
a very stressful time. Because of this, it is vital that 
both parties have great respect for each other and 
assume everyone involved in a production is  work-
ing in good faith. The success of the production 
depends on the harmonious work done both on and 
off stage. Working on a show with other people is a 
great way to make friends and learn from each one 
another’s  work, so it is necessary to respect your 
job and everyone else’s. It is not acceptable to give 
another person a note. If there are issues with how 
something is done, Crew members may contact the 
Stage Manager, who will then handle the situation.
 
A reminder that everyone, no matter their role, is 
operating in good faith and doing their best. Tech 
and practicum is an opportunity to learn skills you 
may have not known before, and with that comes 
a learning curve. Give yourself and others grace as 
you take up this fun and exciting learning opportu-
nity.
 

Crew Expectations

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PD_nltf_-UWIGYkQO3Ux6ER3ZQAYPN7rG5BC1Y9n-WY/edit
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During a production, Crew members will report to the 
Stage Manager. After a run has ended, the Crew will 
complete their post-show duties and then check in 
with the Stage Manager before leaving the theatre. 
Crew is also required to participate in strike of the 
set, costumes, sound, and lighting necessary immedi-
ately following the final performance (unless other-
wise specified).
 
Getting to crew a production is a wonderful experi-
ence that will give you a well-rounded perspective 
of how theatre artists collaborate with each other to 
mount a production. The opportunities here cannot 
go unnoticed. If you are interested in learning more 
about this fun and exciting tech/practicum experi-
ence, please contact Chris Mueller for more informa-
tion.

Auditions and Interviews remain the primary avenue 
of access to employment and educational opportuni-
ties in the performing arts. To aid our own production 
and program and to help our students acquire the 
poised, presentational skills necessary for job hunt-
ing in the profession, we have designed an annual 
system of auditions, portfolio review/interviews and 
evaluations.

Crew Expectations (cont) Theatre Scholarships
Auditions and Interviews remain the primary ave-
nue of access to employment and educational op-
portunities in the performing arts. To aid our own 
production and program and to help our students 
acquire the poised, presentational skills necessary 
for job hunting in the profession, we have designed 
an annual system of auditions, portfolio review/
interviews and evaluations.

Students wishing to apply for a theatre scholarship 
should visit the Department of Music and Theatre 
website.  Or by clicking here.
 
Students applying for a program specific schol-
arship must still fill our the Wildcat Scholarship 
Application which you can find here.  

Any theatre scholarship student, in addition to the 
basic audition/portfolio requirements, must par-
ticipate as cast or crew in at least one department 
production each semester they receive an award 
from the Theatre Department. Please refer to the 
Casting/Crewing policy for more information.

All musical theatre majors are required to audition at 
the beginning of each semester.
 
All theatre arts majors are required either to a) audition 
at the beginning of each semester, or b) present a port-
folio of technical, design, or stage management experi-
ence every spring.
 
Any student with an interest in technical production, 
design, or stage management as well as performance 
may choose to participate in both portfolio reviews and 
auditions.
 
Any major who does not wish  to participate in a depart-
ment production during any given semester must notify 
their program coordinator ahead of auditions or inter-
views, however, she or he must still participate in the 
audition or interview process.
 
Students who are not participating in a department 
production and wish to perform in, design, or crew an 
off-campus production must meet with their program 
coordinator before auditioning and/or accepting the 
position. 

Special Theatre REquirements

Theatrical intimacy
While the university’s policy on academic freedom 
allows instructors to oversee all areas of their course 
content, all Chico State Theatre performance instruc-
tors have been trained in Best Practices by Theatrical 
Intimacy Education.  For more information about TIE 
visit https://www.theatricalintimacyed.com/
 
The faculty has adopted TIE’s statement, “Your bound-
aries are perfect exactly where they are,” and supports 
students in setting their own personal boundaries.  
Audition disclosures will be shared with student 
actors prior to auditions, and actors will always be per-
mitted to opt out of consideration for material outside 
of their boundaries.  When physical intimacy is part 
of a production, an Intimacy Choreographer will stage 
those sections, utilizing the methods of TIE.  
 
As TIE co-founder Laura Rikard says, “Theatre is not 
meant to be comfortable.  We don’t write theatre 
about comfortable situations.”  Honoring personal 
boundaries, however, are integral to creating a brave 
space where everyone can thrive.   

In production, if you have a concern regarding theat-
rical intimacy or instructional touch, speak with your 
instructor or another faculty or staff member associ-
ated with the production (i.e.: Director, Choreographer, 
Music Director, Assistant Production Manager/Stage 
Management Coordinator, Production Manager, or 
Department Chair).

In pursuit of creating a consent-based space our 
program recommends students always use an “ask 
before you touch” policy.  Please always honor your 
peers’ boundaries. In addition, when rehearsing 
outside of the classroom, designated spaces, not 
living spaces are recommended/preferred, and keep 
a log of meetings.  For course related scenework, it is 
recommended that students never attempt to stage 
physical intimacy or stage combat themselves unless 
they have had the proper training and have a third-par-
ty present.

In non-production coursework, address your concerns 
to the instructor, Associate Chair, or to the Department 
Chair.

https://www.csuchico.edu/muta/scholarships/theatre-scholarships.shtml
https://www.csuchico.edu/fa/scholarships/wildcat.shtml


Fall semester

September: 
Meeting with committee about rotation and general 
priorities for the season.

October: 
Assemble a long list of productions.
 -Student class representatives meet with their  
 constituencies to gather ideas.
 -Faculty and staff committee members contrib 
 ute ideas to the discussion.
 -Titles, authors, cast size, royalties organiza  
 tion, and unique theatrical demands are   
 entered into a spreadsheet by committee chair.

November: 
Committee meets to discuss the large list and short-
ens each production slot to top three titles. The com-
mittee gathers and distributes scripts to read.

Fall Break: 
Review and read all scripts

December: 
Meet to discuss the reading list and shorten each spot 
to the first and second choices.  
 

 
spring semester
January: 
Associate chair applies for rights for selected produc-
tions.

February: 
Announce final season to the students

May: 
Announce season to the public

theatre season Committee
Tenured/Tenure-Track Theatre faculty
      -Megan Glynn Zollinger
      -Matthew Teague Miller
Contracted Lecturer
      -Chris Mueller
HFA Production Manager
      -Carmen Gomez
Elected Student Class Representatives
      -Freshman Rep
      -Sophomore Rep
      -Junior Rep
      -Senior Rep
 
invited members oF the Committee
Invited Members of the Committee are encouraged to 
participate if their schedules allow, but not required.  
If a person below is not available to attend regular 
meetings and chooses not to be an official member 
of the committee, they will be consulted by commit-
tee members so that their voices are included.  If in-
vited members choose to participate, it is asked that 
they attend meetings to engage in the discussions.

Theatre Lecturer Faculty
      -John Crosthwaite 
      -Erin Horst
      -Jami Miller
      -Dara Scholz
      -Rose Van Dyne
      -Andrew Zollinger
 
SOTA Staff heads who work on productions
      -Lizzie Davis (Costumes)
      -Pete Austin (Scenic Construction)
      -Jeremy Votava (Electrics/Props)
 

Season selection process

-If the chair is music faculty, the Associate 
Chair presents the list to the Department Chair  
for approval.  
-If a consensus cannot be made on the show 
selections, the active committee members   
will vote using a ranking system todetermine 
the first and second choices.  Each member 
of the committee will rank their first choice 
(which will receive five points), second choice 
(which will receive three points), and third 
choice (which will receive one point), for each 
production slot.  Please note that the Depart-
ment Chair can veto a title if there are logistical 
or pedagogical concerns that would make it 
impossible for the director to conceive a pro-
duction under the department’s constraints

Theatre season rotation
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This list is meant to serve as a springboard.  Student learning is always the most important aspect of the 
decision making process.

 
Year 1 
Post Modern
Contemporary Small Musical
Student Directed One Acts
Classical Drama
Contemporary Musical Comedy/Second Golden Age of Broadway
 
Year 2 
Classical Comedy
Contemporary Off-Broadway Style Musical
Dance Concert
Poetic Realism
Contemporary Musical Comedy
 
Year 3 
Contemporary Political/Social Activism
Concept Musical
Student Directed One Acts
Contemporary Drama
Golden Age Musical
 
Year 4
Early Modern or American Realism or TYA
Off Broadway or Second Golden Age Musical
Dance Concert
Language Heavy Play (Shakespeare)
Contemporary Musical or 80/90s Mega Musical 
 

  

Chico State Theatre is committed to diversity, inclusivity, and anti-racism.  As such, we 
pledge to continue to reimagine new approaches to both contemporary and classical works, 
as well as increase the representation of BIPOC, LGBTQ, and women theatre practitioners, 

along with members of other marginalized and/or minoritized groups in our main stage sea-
son.  No less than 50% of our season will have relevant themes and/or creators from these 

communities.



Class Representatives
Following the first Theatre Community meeting of 
each year, the faculty will accept nominations for 
class representatives.  This will be conducted via 
email, and will then be voted on by the members of 
each cohort.  Class standing will be determined by 
the year students began at Chico State, and not the 
total number of units, with Freshman being first year 
students, Sophomores being second year students, 
Juniors being third year students, and Seniors being 
any student in their fourth year or later.

Class Representatives are elected student leaders 
who help with class morale by addressing issues, and 
coordinating social activities.  They also can serve as 
a liaison to the faculty or staff, if there are concerns or 
questions.  Additionally, they serve as official mem-
bers of the season selection committee for the follow-
ing mainstage season.

Chain of concerns
When any concern or issue arises, students are en-
couraged to bring it to the attention of the production 
team or department.  If a student is not comfortable 
speaking to a person on this list, or if they have spo-
ken to them and are not satisfied with the resolution, 
students are strongly encouraged to bring it to the 
next person listed.  Please note, Chico State Theatre 
aspires to be an inclusive and safe/brave space for 
everyone.  Do not hesitate to bring issues forward; no 
retaliation will be tolerated

Stage Manager

Instructor
faculty outside of class

Associate chair of MUTA

MUTA Department chair

associate dean of HFA

Dean of HFA

Chico State Provost

Chico State President

Matthew Teague Miller
mtmiller@csuchico.edu

Dr. David Scholz
dmscholz@csuchico.edu

Joseph Alexander
jalexander@csuchico.edu

Dr. Tracy Butts
tbutts@csuchico.edu

Dr. Debra Larson
dslarson@csuchico.edu

Dr. Gayle Hutchinson
ghutchinson@csuchico.edu

(when appropriate)



1) If you’re not growing, you’re dying.
Theatre is a living, breathing thing and history has 
proven that the need to evolve drives our ability 
to survive.  Commitment to personal growth and 
improvement is an obligation to our craft and our 
industry.  The minute that one thinks that they know 
all that there is to know, they have fallen behind.  
The moment that one thinks they have gotten as 
strong as they are going to get, they have grown a bit 
weaker.  As artists it is our responsibility to be fueled 
by the growth-mindset, so that we are constantly 
looking for ways to improve, ways to innovate and 
ways to grow.
 
2) Never get the same note twice.
Every time a Director stops to write down a note, 
they are missing a section of the play or focusing 
their energy on your performance or design rather 
than the rest of the company’s.  Thus, when a Direc-
tor gives you note multiple times other collaborators 
are missing their opportunity to receive valuable 
feedback.  Directors will understandably get frustrat-
ed when they have to give the same note multiple 
times and sometimes it is even interpreted as a sign 
of disrespect.  Want to be seen as a strong member 
of the theatre community? Take a note the first time 
is given.
 
3) Leave the drama on the stage and allow other 
people to define their own character.
There are some people who are more comfortable 
when things are uncomfortable and seek out drama, 
gossip and negativity.  Sometimes people are so 
drawn to drama they will create it and even pour gas-
oline on other people’s fires.  Sometimes it is created 
by criticizing other people’s choices.  Focus on your 
own character and strive to be the best version of 
yourself that you can be.
 
4) Know your job and do it without telling others how 
to do theirs.
Leave the “giving notes” to the Directors and Stage 
Managers.  Directors, inspire your team with con-
cepts, ideas and conversations… let them do the 
actual designing.

5) We are on the same team and you are not the um-
pire.
It seems that we are living in one of the most divided 
times in our cultural history.  But in theatre we are all 
on the same team, working tirelessly on an art that we 
love and are desperate to share with others.  Theatre 
companies in the same area are not in competition 
with one another but rather working with one another 
to cultivate an active theatre-going community.  The-
atre students in the same school should not think of 
the other students as competition but rather as other 
people who they can learn from.  In the theatre com-
munity we are all on the same team and in each mi-
ni-theatre community it is especially important to prop 
each other up rather than trying to tear each other 
down.  There are enough competing factors trying to 
destroy the theatre (competing “free” entertainment, 
cuts in our donor bases and a general decrease in 
interest in our craft), we don’t need to add to our uphill 
battle by compounding the negativity ourselves.  Let’s 
let other people judge as opposed to judging each 
other.
 
6) Always say “thank you” and when people ask for 
help...show up.
Actors, when a wardrobe person helps you with a 
quick change say “thank you.”  When a crew member 
pages a curtain, thank them too.  Directors, when a 
designer brings in a great idea, a “thanks” is in order.  
Yes, we all have jobs and expectations in the thea-
tre but that doesn’t mean that a good old-fashioned 
“thank you” doesn’t feel good when you are busting 
your hump.  Also, union rules notwithstanding, if your 
collaborator and teammate puts out a desperate call 
for a last-minute paint session because they have 
fallen behind, be there to help.  If someone needs help 
with a scene change, be the first person to volunteer.  
People who say “thank you” and help when others are 
in need, are the bedrock of the theatre community.
 
7) Being early is actually “on time.”
This is not an expression I can take credit for, but I 
don’t know how to site my source on this one.  If a 
production meeting is scheduled to start at 1pm, that 
is when it starts.  Not when you have finished filling up 
your coffee, gotten out your script or finished updat-
ing the app on your phone.  If choreography rehearsal 
starts at 10am, that is not when the “warm up” begins.  
Do not waste other people’s time by asking them to 
wait for you to get ready.

8) Be the most positive energy in the room and have 
the courage to stand-up to toxicity.
The world is steeped in toxicity.  Do you want to 
be a strong contributor to the theatre community?  
Walk in to every conversation with the goal of being 
positive.  Be kind to the people with whom you 
interact.  Be the person who learns other people’s 
names and say “hi” and wave when you see them.  
Contribute to the theatre community by having an 
open heart.  Even more difficult, when you are faced 
with someone who is being negative or talking-trash 
about people not in the room, have the strength 
to speak up.  Tell them, “I’m not comfortable with 
what you are saying.”  Or at the very least, walk 
away.  The time to stand-up to bullies and stop the 
bad-mouthing is now. 
 
9) Run towards the fear, not away from it.
If a creative project scares you, it is exactly the cre-
ative project you should accept.  One way to have 
the growth-mindset and be committed to constant 
improvement is by taking on the creative project 
that frightens you the most.

10) The theatre is a safe place where all are wel-
come.
This is it, I am throwing down the gauntlet.  The 
Theatre is, and always has been, a place where 
everyone is welcome.  It does not matter your race, 
sexuality, religion, gender-identity, gender-expres-
sion, age, education, disability or any other matter… 
you are welcome in our community.  The only people 
who are not welcome, are those who make others 
feel unwelcome.  We are one family/one tribe, and 
anyone who makes others feel unsafe in our house 
will be asked to leave.  To do good work, we need 
a safe non-judgmental space.  Regardless of bad 
breakups or missteps.  Regardless of who you plan 
on voting for in the next election.  Theaters are a 
place of love.  Sometimes we fight.  Sometimes we 
disagree.  But we are allowed to apologize and move 
forward as one.  We may challenge our audiences 
and, God forbid, even do bad work from time to time.  
But we give each other the benefit of the doubt and 
heal.  We embrace the things that make us different 
because it is those differences that provide us with 
the perspectives to tell incredible stories and touch 
our audience’s hearts. 
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Professionalism
Chico State Theatre acknowledges the problematic 
use of “professionalism” in the past, and strives to 
redefine the term. While it has been used to be syn-
onymous with “white” in regards to looks, speech, 
etcetera, at Chico State Theatre, it means nothing of 
the sort. 
 
Professionalism implies reliability and responsibility. 
It means good will and genuine effort to give one’s 
best to any project to which one commits. To behave 
professionally in the theatre is to care more about the 
overall good of the show than about one’s own agen-
da, convenience, or applause. Professionalism does 
not imply a refusal or inability to question or criticize; 
but it does mean to do so in a respectful manner.  It 
also demands that one refrains from insult, innuendo, 
gossip, or any other negative behavior that serves to 
demean  any individual classmate, castmate, staff, or 
faculty member.  This type of negativity undermines 
the hard work of all and, ultimately, the quality of the 
theatrical experience for the audience. The profes-
sionalism of this department, then, depends on the 
commitment of each individual in it -- faculty, staff 
and student -- to behave according to a personal 
code of conduct that helps to enhance the experience 
of everyone else here and to uphold the ideals that 
brought us all together in the first place.  

Community Agreements
While the following Community Agreements are not 
officially adopted by the department, many of the 
Chico State Faculty utilize variations of the following 
principles in class to create an equitable and inclusive 
classroom.

-    Listen to understand, not just to respond
-    Remember that we speak in draft
-    One speaker at a time
-    Take space, and make space for others
-    Recognize our own & others’ privilege & how  
 they affect the space
-    Speak from a space of personal responsibility  
 (Use “I” statements)
-    Acknowledge that intention does not equal   
 impact
-    Be a learner.  Be curious.  Aspire to grow
-    Individually we know little, but collectively we  
 know a lot
-    Safe(r) space / Brave(r) space
-    Operate in good faith, and trust that others are  
 too
-    Be open to new ideas and approaches
-    Validate that you heard others
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Helpful Student Resources
Below is a selection of student resources.  This list is not comprehensive, and students should visit the Chico 
State website for more.

Basic Needs Project
In addition to the Wildcat Food Pantry, Basic Needs provides case managed benefits support, basic needs 
grants, shelter and rapid re-housing services for students facing unexpected financial crisis, disaster or home-
lessness.
basicneeds@csuchico.edu | 530-898-4098

Cal Fresh Outreach
CalFresh (food stamps) makes it easier to get healthy food by adding to your food budget to putting healthy 
and nutritious food on the table. The program issues monthly electronic benefits that can be used to buy most 
foods at many markets and food stores.
calfresh@csuchico.edu | 530-898-4098

Community Legal Information Center (CLIC)
Provides free legal information to students and community members, and paralegal internship opportunities 
for students.
clic@csuchico.edu | 530-898-4354

Dream Center
Serves as a student success, resource and advocacy center for the undocumented students and students 
from mixed-status immigrant families. Services include advising, computer lab and study space, empower-
ment and wellness activities, state and federal policy updates, etc. The Center facilitates free immigration 
legal services and trainings for the campus community.
dreamcenter@csuchico.edu |  530-898-5818

Equity, Diversity and Inclusion Office
Provides information, referrals, advocacy, coordination and support for equity, diversity and inclusion-related 
events, activities, initiatives and courageous conversations.
diversityoffice@csuchico.edu |  530-898-4764
Kendall Hall, Room 109

Gender & Sexuality Equity Coalition
Empowers all students through its three student-led programs: the Women’s Program, the Queer Program, and 
the Trans Program.
lcross3@csuchico.edu | 530-898-4774

Hungry Wildcat Food Pantry
Open weekdays throughout the year, provides supplemental food, fresh produce, hygiene products and Cal-
Fresh food assistance to Chico State students, staff and their families.
basicneeds@csuchico.edu | 530-898-4098
Student Services Center, Room 196

Immigration Legal Services
Chico State students, faculty, staff and their immediate family members are eligible for free immigration 
legal services through our partnership with legal service provider, the Coalition for Humane Immigrant Rights 
(CHIRLA). Appointments are available twice a month between 9 am and 4 pm and can be scheduled directly 
through CHIRLA.
dreamcenter@csuchico.edu | 530-898-5818

Suicide Prevention Lifeline
The National Suicide Prevention Lifeline is a national network of local crisis centers that provides free and 
confidential emotional support to people in suicidal crisis or emotional distress 24 hours a day, 7 days a week 
in the United States
800-273-8255

Student Conduct, Rights, and Responsibilities
Protects the rights of students, staff, and faculty and ensures due process.
scrr@csuchico.edu | 530-898-6897

Tribal Relations
Serves as the connection point for the Chico State campus to provide access and social, emotional, and aca-
demic support for our Native American students.
tribalrelations@csuchico.edu |  530-898-6241

WellCat Counseling Center
Supports you in a variety of ways including group counseling, short-term individual counseling, short-term 
couples counseling, referral to a workshop or presentation on a specific topic, or referral to counseling servic-
es in the community.
counselingcenter@csuchico.edu | 530-898-6345

WellCat Health Center
Provides medical care including the treatment of acute conditions, injuries, and illnesses.
healthcenter@csuchico.edu | 530-898-5241

WellCat Prevention
Provides educational programs and services that raise awareness about alcohol and drug misuse.
prevention@csuchico.edu | 530-898-6450

WellCat Safe Place
Provides confidential support services to individuals impacted by traumatic experiences.
safeplace@csuchico.edu | 530-898-3030
The Theatre Handbook is a living document that will updated yearly.  Please contact the Associate Chair of 
MUTA with suggestions for updates, edits, or revisions.  

https://www.csuchico.edu/basic-needs/index.shtml
https://www.csuchico.edu/calfresh/index.shtml
https://www.csuchico.edu/clic/index.shtml
https://www.csuchico.edu/dreamcenter/index.shtml
https://www.csuchico.edu/diversity/index.shtml
https://www.csuchico.edu/mcgs/gsec/index.shtml
https://www.csuchico.edu/mcgs/gsec/index.shtml
https://www.csuchico.edu/basic-needs/pantry.shtml
https://legal.chirla.org/
https://suicidepreventionlifeline.org/
https://www.csuchico.edu/scrr/index.shtml
https://www.csuchico.edu/tribalrelations/index.shtml
https://www.csuchico.edu/counseling/index.shtml
https://www.csuchico.edu/healthcenter/index.shtml
https://www.csuchico.edu/prevention/index.shtml
https://www.csuchico.edu/safeplace/index.shtml
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